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Built-in table extensions

Detail lever 
for lock/unlock

Extandable tables.

Structure
The legs and perimeter frame are in extruded 
aluminium, available in epoxy powder matt 
painted version in white, medium grey and 
graphite grey.
The load-bearing frame and extensible 
mechanism, in black anodized aluminium 
extrusion, slides on wheels with ball bearings. 
The bridge pulls out laterally from one side.
Two levers on the undertop rails make it 
possible to lock the push-in and pull-out 
operations (see Fig.1)
The extension tops slide into an epoxy powder 
matt painted tray in graphite grey, equipped 
with non-scratch lining.

Tops
The laminate tabletops and extension tops in 
Fenix are built-in and are reinforced internally 
by 8mm thick aluminium sheets. Available in 
the matt versions: white, black, medium grey. 
The system’s flexibility is emphasized by 
the presence of one or two extension tops 
measuring 50cm each and resting on the 
frame’s slide rails; according to the customer’s 
needs, the nominal length of the table can be 
increased from 50 to 100 cm (fig. A, B and C).
All the tables listed in the price book are 
available with one* or two extension tops, and 
please refer to the subsequent page.

*Note: the table with one extension top is 
foreseen to accommodate also a second 
extension top, which can be purchased 
subsequently. 
For this reason please note that some slight 
differences in the colour and aligning of the 
tops may occur. 
Please verify with our Sales dept. for feasibility 
and lead times. 
 
Dimensions
Rectangular tables available with a 90 and 
100cm (real 98cm) depth, a 160, 180 or 
200cm length, and a 72 or 75cm height. The 
legs with a section of 35x35mm come with a 
central steel support bar. The perimeter frame 
measures 35mm in height.

Notes
Extension is recommended for interior use 
only.

Dimensional tolerance: the size of the 
top is 1mm smaller per side than that of 
the frame. 

For further information about specs, please 
refer to the technical section at the end of 
the price list (tables of materials/colours).

FIG. A

FIG. B

FIG. C

FIG. 1

*NB:
Colour reference of the supplier Arpa:
Fenix matt white X020 = 0029 Bianco Malè
Fenix matt med. grey X021 = 0718 Grigio Londra
Fenix matt black X022 = 0720 Nero Ingo

FRAME FINISHES

S007 = matt painted white X053

S019 = matt painted medium grey 

S041 = matt painted graphite grey X054

TOP FINISHES

P077 = fenix matt white X020*

P079 = fenix matt medium grey X021*

P080 = fenix matt black X022*
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